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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
Note: This tutorial was written for Photoshop CS 6, with notes for CS5.1. It has been tested and is known to work only with 
those versions of Photoshop. Where elements are drastically different between CS6 and CS5.1, I explain it both ways. 
 
This tutorial is a companion tutorial to the “Atlas Style Map Photoshop Tutorial” I published on the Cartographers Guild 
tutorials forum: http://www.cartographersguild.com/showthread.php?18643-Ascension-s-Atlas-Style-Tutorial-Revised-
Presentation-Actions. This companion version achieves many of that version’s Steps through the use of Photoshop Actions 
in order to shorten the overall time to setting up a map. 
 
I recommend doing the full tutorial first. That version includes many more tips and Photoshop instruction than this one. 
This tutorial assumes you know everything from that version. 
 
Both this and the non-action version are designed to replicate the style of Ascension’s Atlas Style mapping tutorial (used 
with permission) with a few revisions (http://www.cartographersguild.com/content.php?116-Ascensions-atlas-style-in-
Photoshop). 
 
This tutorial creates many layers, and sometimes layers are created before you need to use them. Just leave them alone 
until the tutorial directs you to interact with them. It will all make sense eventually.  
 
Lastly, actions may take a while to complete depending on the speed of the computer. The play button will stay active (it 
looks like it is “pressed”) while the action is playing. When the action is completed, it will be inactive again. 
 
Thanks for checking it out. Good luck and happy mapping! 

- Kindari @ www.cartographersguild.com   

http://www.cartographersguild.com/showthread.php?18643-Ascension-s-Atlas-Style-Tutorial-Revised-Presentation-Actions
http://www.cartographersguild.com/showthread.php?18643-Ascension-s-Atlas-Style-Tutorial-Revised-Presentation-Actions
http://www.cartographersguild.com/content.php?116-Ascensions-atlas-style-in-Photoshop
http://www.cartographersguild.com/content.php?116-Ascensions-atlas-style-in-Photoshop
http://www.cartographersguild.com/


CHAPTER II: TUTORIAL AND PHOTOSHOP NOTES 

PART 1: DOCUMENT LAYOUT 
STEP LAYOUT: 
Every step follows a standard layout as follows: 

1. Step (layer “Layer Name”) --- Quick Tip 
a. Level 1 Sub-step 

i. Level 2 Sub-step 
b. Level 1 Sub-step 

 
- Step - includes the main instruction 
- (layer “Layer Name”) - indicates which layer should be selected while completing this step. 
- --- Quick Tip – lists a related keyboard shortcut, Photoshop panel, dialog box, menu item, or mouse command. 

Sub-steps provide details and settings related to their parent Step / Sub-step. Apply any Sub-step settings for a Step / Sub-
step before moving on to the next Step / Sub-step. E.g. Apply 1-a-i to finalize 1-a before going to 1-b. 

TIPS, NOTES, AND DOUBLE CHECKS: 
Notes are underlined. Always read these. Tips and Double Checks are listed in Italics. 

COLORS: 
CS 5.1 vs CS6 specific notes are listed in bold italic purple. 

Keyboard Shortcuts are listed in Bold Italic Red: 
- + indicates to press keys together - e.g. Ctrl + D 
- -> indicates a sequence - e.g. Alt -> S -> D 

Dialog boxes are listed in Bold Italic Dark Orange; Sections, and Attributes in Bold Italic Orange; and buttons in [Brackets]. 
- Dialog Box -> Section -> Sub-section -> Attribute: value 
- Dialog Box -> Section -> [Button] 

Panels and the main canvas are listed in Bold Italic Green with Sections and Settings in Bold Italic Olive Green 
- Panel -> Section -> Setting: value 

Menu -> submenu items are listed in Bold Italic Blue 
- Menu -> Sub-menu -> Sub-menu  

Specific mouse commands are listed in bold.  
- Click – click the left mouse button once 
- Double click – click the left mouse button twice 
- Right click – click the right mouse button once 
- Drag – hold the left mouse button and move the mouse, “dragging” whatever was clicked on to another location 
- Draw – similar to “drag”, usually used only on the Image Canvas – hold the left mouse button down and move the 

mouse, thereby causing the selected tool to “draw” its intended effect on the Image Canvas. 
- Modifier + mouse command - hold the listed modifier key(s) while completing the mouse command. 



PART 2: GENERAL TIPS 
CS6 VS CS5.1 AND EARLIER VERSIONS 
Where something is different between CS6 and CS5.1, it is noted. Where the differences are great, a link is provided to the 
section of the appendix to view alternate version of the step. Usually the CS 5.1 version will also work for older versions of 
Photoshop. 

STEP BY STEP 
Follow the guide step by step verbatim. If you don’t, you can easily derail the Photoshop Actions to the point where you 
cannot complete the tutorial. Of course, if you do this, you can just start over. 

KNOW THE ACTIONS PANEL 
It is especially important to understand the Actions panel for this tutorial. Everything else was covered in the non-action 
version. Part 3 of this chapter is an overview of the Actions panel. 

USE DOCUMENT SNAPSHOTS – HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!! 
At the bottom of the History panel is the “Create new snapshot” button. This creates a “snap shot” of your document at the 
top of the History panel. Do this before playing each action (except the first one). Then, if you want to “undo” the action, 
you can just click the snapshot in the History panel instead of trying to undo all the steps the action took manually. 

KNOW THE USER INTERFACE (UI) 
As with the non-action version, this is a good reference to the overall user interface. 

-  http://help.adobe.com/en_US/photoshop/cs/using/WS3021052C-107A-42bd-B64E-D658875592AF.html 

KEEP TIDY 
Many layers, groups, and effects are added by the actions. They can quickly clutter the Layers panel. Keep the Layers panel 
organized by collapsing these after an action runs and when not needed. 

- Collapse / Expand layer effects - click the small triangle at the far right of a layer (just right of the “fx” icon) 
- Collapse / Expand group - click the triangle just to the left of the group folder icon 

SAVE OFTEN 
Save every few steps. It’s a good practice in any kind of file creation. 

- Ctrl + S – Save 
- Ctrl + Alt + S – Save as copy…  

http://help.adobe.com/en_US/photoshop/cs/using/WS3021052C-107A-42bd-B64E-D658875592AF.html


PART 3: THE ACTIONS PANEL 
The Actions panel was not used in the non-actions version of this tutorial, so I’ve included a brief rundown on how to use it. 
The actions panel can be opened by using menus - Window -> Actions or a shortcut - Alt + F9. 

The CS6 version looks a little different than previous versions, but the layout and function are the same. 

ACTIONS BASICS 
The image points out the major areas of the Actions panel. To expand or collapse an Action Set, Action, or Recorded 
Command, click the triangle to the left of its name. 

PLAYING AN ACTION 
To “Play” an action, click on its name to select it. Then click the “Play Selected Action” button at the bottom of the panel. 

 

MODAL CONTROL 
Some Steps have an option to customize how a certain Recorded Command plays. In these situations, click the box to the 
left of the Recorded command to cause the dialog box icon to appear in the Modal Control Toggle column. 

After setting the toggle, be sure the parent Action is selected and not the individual Recorded Command. Otherwise, when 
you press the ”Play Selected Action” button, the action will start at the Recorded Command you have selected. 

  



CHAPTER  III: CREATING THE PHYSICAL MAP 

PART 1: CREATE A NEW OVERALL MAP SHAPE 
CRITICALLY IMPORTANT NOTE: Do not add or delete layers. Do not change a layer’s order. Doing this may break the 
actions. You can go nuts after the last action step is completed. 

SLIGHTLY LESS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT NOTE: The actions will often lock or unlock layers. This is to help prevent you from 
editing the wrong layers in between running the actions. I recommend leaving them as is (at least until the end). 

1. Add the action set “Atlas Style” to your Actions panel (if it isn’t already added). 
a. Note: ALL actions referenced in this tutorial are in the “Atlas Style” action set included with this tutorial. 
b. If you haven’t downloaded the Actions file, get it here: Cartographer Forum Thread 

i. For CS5.1 - get “CS51-AtlasStyle-Actions-120508.zip” 
ii. For CS6 - get “CS6-AtlasStyle-Actions-120512.zip” 

c. Locate the downloaded .zip file, and extract the file inside.  
i. Tip: Depending on your computer’s settings, you might not see the .atn extension. 

ii. For CS5.1 - “AtlasStyle-CS51.atn” 
iii. For CS6 - “AtlasStyle-CS6.atn”  

d. Double click the extracted file to open it with Photoshop. 
i. Tip: If this doesn’t work, open Photoshop; then, drag the file onto the Photoshop window. 

e. Open the Actions panel if it isn’t open already --- Alt + F9 
i. Note: action set “Atlas Style” will probably appear at the bottom of your action sets list. 

2. Let’s get a document prepped. Do Step 2-a or 2-b - choose only one. 
a. Start with a New Document 

i. Select then play action “Atlas Prep New 1 – Step 2-a” --- Actions Panel 
1. Tip: if you get stuck, refer to Chapter II, Part3 on the Actions panel 

ii. New dialog box 
1. Tip: These tutorial default settings are already filled in. 
2. Name: Name your map! 
3. Width: 2000 pixels 
4. Height: 2000 pixels 
5. Resolution: 300 pixels/inch 
6. Feel free to change these settings for a different sized map. Press Enter to continue. 

b. Start from an existing map shape. 
i. Open your existing map file -> save it as a new file. --- Ctrl + O -> Ctrl + Alt + S 

ii. Merge and delete layers so that you are left with a single layer representing the land shape on a 
transparent background. Rename this layer to “Base” 

iii. Set colors to default --- D 
iv. Create a selection from your layer. --- Layers panel -> Ctrl + click layer thumbnail 
v. Fill with Background Color (White) --- Ctrl + Backspace 

vi. Note: You should now have a single layer named “Base” that is a white silhouette of your land 
shape. 

vii. Select then play action “Atlas Prep Existing – Step 2-b” --- Actions panel 
1. Tip: if you get stuck, refer to Chapter II, Part3 on the Actions panel 

viii. Skip Steps 2 – 4 (the rest of Chapter III, Part 1). 

http://www.cartographersguild.com/showthread.php?18643-Ascension-s-Atlas-Style-Tutorial-Revised-Presentation-Actions


3. Select Brush tool --- B (-> Shift + B if needed) 
a. Flow: 10% 
b. Size: 300 px --- adjust as needed 
c. Hardness: 0% 

4. Shape the land areas (layer “Shape Land”) – Image Canvas 
a. Draw with black to create water, white for land. Stop when happy.  --- Image Canvas 

5. Finalize your map shape. --- Actions panel 
a. In a moment, you will play action “Atlas Prep New 2 – Step 4”. It will apply smoothing to the map shape. 

Before you play the action, decide how much smoothing (if any) you want. The default is 1 px. 
 

 
 

b. OPTIONAL: Skip or customize the smoothing applied to the land edges. 
i. Tip: if you get stuck, refer to Chapter II, Part3 on the Actions panel 

ii. Expand action “Atlas Prep New 2 – Step 5” to view its “Recorded Commands” --- Actions panel 
iii. Find the recorded command “Smooth”. There is only one in the list, and it’s a little over half-way 

down the list. 
iv. Choose one or the other: 

1. To SKIP smoothing, click the “Included Commands Toggle” checkbox to the left of 
recorded command “Smooth” to uncheck it (disables the command). 

2. To CUSTOMIZE the smoothing amount, click the Modal Control Toggle (dialog) box to 
the left of recorded command “Smooth” to show the dialog box icon. This will allow you 
to enter a smoothing amount when this recorded command plays in Step 5-d. 

v. Collapse and select action “Atlas Prep New 2 – Step 5” --- Actions panel 
c. Create a Document Snapshot --- History panel -> click [Create New Snapshot] button in the bottom right 

corner of the panel. 
d. Select and play action “Atlas Prep New 2 – Step 5”. --- Actions panel 

i. Note: If you did Step 5-b-iv-2, the Smooth Selection dialog box will appear during this action. Set 
the Sample Radius to your preference, then click [OK]. 

ii. Tip: Make sure you remember to select the action if you did Step 5-b. If you have the recorded 
command selected, it will try to start the action from that command and won’t work properly. 

  



PART 2: HILLS AND MOUNTAINS 
Now we’re ready to start applying the visual style. 

6. Double Check: You should now have three layers (all locked) as follows: 
a. Base: A white silhouette of your land shape. 
b. Ocean: Currently covered in a basic grayscale clouds pattern. 
c. Background: Solid white. 

7. Select and play action “Atlas 1 – Step 7” --- Actions panel 
a. Note: A Layer Style dialog box may open while this step runs. Just click [OK]. 
b. Tip: This action creates several layers, many which aren’t used until later. For now, it prepares you for 

mountains customization. 
8. Move and Erase mountains as you want (layer “Mountains”) --- Image Canvas 

a. Erase unwanted mountains with the Eraser tool --- E 
i. Mode: Brush 

ii. Flow: 20% 
iii. Size: 300 px (adjust as needed) 
iv. Hardness: 0% 

b. Move areas with the Lasso (L -> Feather: 25 px) and Move tools (V) (layer “Mountains”) --- Image Canvas 
c. Alternate and repeat Step 8-b and 8-c until happy with the result. 

9. Select and play action “Atlas 2 - Step 9” --- Actions panel 
a. This action creates several layers. Layer “Mountains 2” layer mask will be selected; layers “Mountains 2” 

and “Mountains 3” will be hidden. 
10. Select Brush tool --- B (-> Shift + B if needed) 

a. Flow: 30% (adjust as needed for Steps 12 - 13) 
11. Unhide layer “Mountains 2” --- Layers panel 

a. Note: In Steps 12 - 14, you will adjust the rough and extra rough mountains (layers “Mountains 2” and 
“Mountains 3”) by editing their layer masks. 

12. Draw to hide (black) or reveal (white) rough mountains (layer “Mountains 2” layer mask) – Image Canvas 
a. Note: Make sure the layer MASK is selected and not the layer itself. 
b. Feel free to experiment! Stop whenever you’re happy with the result. 

13. Copy layer “Mountains 2” layer mask to layer “Mountains 3” --- Alt + drag the layer “Mountains 2” layer mask 
thumbnail to layer “Mountains 3”. A dialog box will ask if you want to replace the layer mask. Click [Yes] 

14. Unhide layer “Mountains 3” and select layer “Mountains 3” layer mask --- Layers panel 
15. Draw to hide (black) or reveal (white) extra rough mountains (layer “Mountains 3” layer mask) – Image Canvas 

a. Note: Make sure the layer MASK is selected and not the layer itself. 
b. Feel free to experiment! Stop whenever you’re happy with the result. 

16. Go back and forth tweaking layers “Mountains 2” and “Mountains 3” layer masks to taste. 
17. Optional: If you don’t want rough or extra rough mountains, fill their layer masks with black --- Layers panel -> 

click (select layer mask) -> Shift + Backspace -> Use: Black 
a. NOTE: DO NOT DELETE THESE LAYERS. 
b. Tip: You can also just hide the layers as long as you remember to re-hide them later. Some “Run Action” 

Steps unhide layers you have previously hidden. 

  



PART 3: CLIMATE ZONES - DESERTS, TUNDRA, AND MORE 
Now that our hills and mountains are all setup, we’ll tweak how the overall climate progresses. Then, we’ll add custom 
climate areas and adjust color in the mountains and hills for polar and tundra areas. 

18. Double Check: expand group “Land Group” -> expand group “Gradient Group” --- Layers panel 
19. Select layer “Land Gradient” -> layer content options (layer “Land Gradient”) --- Layers panel -> double click the 

layer thumbnail  
a. Customize the Gradient’s Color Stops to your liking 
b. Tip: Experiment with different settings for Style, Angle, and Scale as you like. 

20. Select layer “Land Gradient Adjust” --- Layers panel 
21. Double Check: Tools panel  

a. Foreground Color: Dark Olive Green: #40518 (RGB 64, 80, 24) 
b. Background Color: Papyrus: #F0E6BE (RGB 240, 230, 190) 

22. Select the Brush tool --- B (-> Shift + B if needed) 
a. Flow: 10% 

23. Draw to refine the color shading (layer “Land Gradient Adjust”) --- Image Canvas -> draw 
a. Tip: Draw black on layer “Land Adjust” layer mask to let “Land Gradient” and “Land Gradient Adjust” 

punch through more. 
24. Select layer “Change” --- Layers panel – It is the top-most layer 
25. Set colors to default - Tools panel -> Foreground Color: Black, Background Color: White --- D 
26. Select the Pencil  tool --- B (-> Shift + B if needed) 

a. Size: 150 px --- adjust as needed 
27. Designate polar and tundra regions (layer “Change”) --- Image Canvas -> draw 

a. Draw solid black to outline and fill over any areas of land you want to be a polar or tundra region.  
b. Tip: Don’t worry about staying off the ocean areas. They will not be affected. 

28. Select and Run Action “Atlas 3 – Step 28” --- Actions panel 

  



PART 4: TWEAK THE SHELVING, PREP THE GRID PATTERN 
For the most part, the terrain is complete. I noticed sometimes the shelving doesn’t always come out from the land, which 
makes it look wrong. This little section includes steps to tweak that. 

29. Expand group “Ocean Group” and select layer “Shelf” --- Layers panel 
30. Double Check: Collapse any other groups or effects to tidy up. --- Layers panel 
31. Zoom in close to your land edges --- Alt + scroll mouse wheel to zoom in or out.  
32. Select the Brush tool --- B 

a. Flow: 10% 
b. Size: 10 px 
c. Hardness: 100% 

33. Look for areas where the ocean shelf doesn’t extend out from under the land. Draw starting from just inside the 
land edge toward the sea until the shelf pops up, sort of like you are “pushing” the shelf out from under the land. 
Don’t go overboard. It’s easy to go too far and make the shelving look too smooth. The goal is to tweak just so it 
doesn’t look like the land is hanging over the shelf. (layer “Shelf”) --- Image Canvas 

a. Tip: You can add some variations to large flat areas of shelving with the Eraser (E), Mode: Brush,         
Flow: 10%, Size: 10px, Hardness: 0%. Use it sparingly. 

 
34. Select and play action “Make a Grid Pattern”; follow the popups to setup a grid pattern --- Actions panel 

a. Tip: If you have already done this before (either by doing this tutorial or the non-action version previously), 
you can skip this step unless you’d like to make a new grid pattern. 

b. Tip: You can run this action independently of this tutorial to create various single pixel grid patterns. 
35. Double Check: Collapse any expanded groups and effects. 

  



PART 5: ADD RIVERS 
36. Select layer “Layout (Rivers)” --- Layers panel 
37. Select the Pencil Tool --- B (OR Shift + B if needed) -> Size: 18 px (large enough to see when zoomed out) 
38. Draw a layout guide for your rivers. (layer “Layout (Rivers)”) – Image Canvas -> draw 

 

 
 

39. Select layer “Rivers”; set the Pencil tool size to “1 px” or “2 px” --- Layers panel;  Image Canvas -> right click 
40. Draw squiggly rivers along the layout you created in Step 38. (layer “Rivers”) --- Image Canvas -> draw 

a. Note: Don’t worry if your rivers go outside the land area and into the ocean.  
 

 



CHAPTER IV: ADDING MAP FEATURES 

PART 1: LAYOUT THE COUNTRIES 
First we’ll prep the Latitude and Longitude grid lines. Then, we’ll add countries!  

41. Double Check: Collapse any expanded groups and layer effects to tidy up. 
42. Double Check: Tools panel -> Foreground Color: Black, Background Color: White --- D 
43. Hide layer “Layout (Rivers)” and select layer “Layout (Borders)” --- Layers panel 
44. Select the Pencil Tool --- B (OR Shift + B if needed) -> Size: 18 px (large enough to see when zoomed out) 
45. Draw a layout guide for your country borders. (layer “Layout (Borders)”) – Image Canvas -> draw 

a. Tip: Again, don’t worry if your rivers go outside the land area and into the ocean.  
 

 
 

46. Select layer “Borders”; set the Pencil tool size to “1 px” --- Layers panel;  Image Canvas -> right click 
47. Draw borders along the layout you created in Step 45. (layer “Borders”) --- Image Canvas -> draw 

a. Note: Let your borders at the land edges go a few pixels into the water. 
 

48. Create a snapshot --- History panel -> click “Create new snapshot” icon at the bottom of the panel 
49. Select and play action “Atlas 4 – Step 49” 
50. Click inside each country’s border with the Magic Wand tool (W, Tolerance: 0%, Contiguous: Checked) to make 

sure the borders worked properly. Deselect (Ctrl + D) when finished. 
a. If a border didn’t work as expected, select the snapshot you just created Step 48 to revert to just before 

Step 49 (History panel -> click the appropriate snapshot at the top of the panel). Then use the Pencil tool 
(B) to close any gaps in layer “Borders”. Then, continue the tutorial again starting at Step 48. 

51. If you didn’t like the grid spacing created by the action in Step 49, you can select the snapshot you created in Step 
47, then re-run Step 49 and select a different pattern when prompted. 

a. Tip: If you want to create a new pattern to use, select and play action “Make a Grid Pattern” any time. 



PART 2: COUNTRIES - CONTINUED 
This concludes the “Action” section of the tutorial. I have included one last action to quickly unlock all the layers if you like. 
That is action “Atlas 5 – Unlock All Layers”. The rest of this tutorial is identical to the non-action version. 

52. Duplicate layer and name it “Country 2” (layer “Country 1”) --- Ctrl + Alt + J 
53. Repeat Step 52 to create a layer for each country you have until you have a layer for each country. (i.e. “Country 

1”, “Country 2”, “Country 3”, “Country 4”, etc.).  
a. Tip: If you already know the names of all your countries, you can go ahead and name each layer one of the 

names. At the moment, all the layers are all the same, so it doesn’t matter which is named which. Just 
keep in mind that the tutorial will keep calling these the “Country ##” layers. 

54. Hide all the “Country ##” layers except “Country 1” --- Layers panel 
55. Select layer “Country 1” -> select the Magic Wand tool --- Layers panel -> W 
56. Create a Selection of the country shape boundary--- Image Canvas -> click inside the country’s border 

a. Note: This should select the shape area of the country. 
b. Note: If you set custom country names, select the country that corresponds to the layer’s name. 
c. Tip: If you want an island off the coast to be included with this country, shift + click inside it to add it to the 

selection. 
d. Tip: To quickly select many small islands, switch to the Lasso tool (L -> Feather: 0px,  

Anti-alias: Unchecked) -> shift + draw a selection around the islands to add any land in that area to your 
current selection. It’s okay to include empty areas of ocean in the selection. Don’t forget to go back to the 
Magic Wand tool (W) when finished! 

57. Invert Selection -> Delete Selected -> Deselect (layer “Country 1”) --- Ctrl + Shift + I -> Delete -> Ctrl + D 
58. Unhide the next “Country ##” layer and select it. Repeat Steps 56 – 57 for each country. 

a. Note: Do this for each “Country ##” layer until all your countries are isolated on their layers. 
b. Tip: If it helps you organize, hide each “Country ##” layer after you finish isolating it in Steps 56 – 57. You 

can always toggle it hidden and unhidden to check your progress. 
59. Unhide -> select all the “Country ##” layers --- Layers panel -> click -> ctrl + click each layer name area 

a. Tip: If you have many countries, you can use the “Select Continuous Add” command, also called the “shift 
click” method. This method lets you select two layers, causing those layers and any layers in between them 
to be selected. This is a great method when all the layers you want to select are next to each other. 

i. Select the top-most “Country ##” layer --- Layers panel 
ii. Hold shift then select the bottom-most “Country ##” layer --- Layers panel -> Shift + click layer 

name area. 
60. Set layer Fill to “0%” (all “Country ##” layers) --- Layers panel 
61. For each “Country ##” layer, edit Inner Glow layer style --- Alt -> L -> -> W 

a. For each Inner Glow layer style, change the Color so each country is unique. 
b. Tip: Increase the Opacity to 50% for colors like gray and brown to make them easier to see. 
c. Tip: Try different Blend Modes like “Hard Light” if the glow is still too faint. 

62. Select all the “Country ##” layers and layer “Borders” --- Layers panel -> click -> ctrl + click each layer name area 
a. Tip: As with Step 59, you can use the “shift click” method here too to grab all the layers. 

63. Group Layers -> rename the group “Borders Group” --- Ctrl + G -> Layers panel 

  



CHAPTER V: AND THE REST… 
This concludes the main tutorial section of this revision. This tutorial was mainly created for the terrain styling section, but 
Ascension’s tutorial has some additional information. 

Ascension’s tutorial continues with placing titles and icons for bodies of water, countries, capital cities, towns, villages, etc. 
If you want to hop over to the original to continue on where I left off, start at Step 61 (Page 23). You can find the original 
version here: http://www.cartographersguild.com/content.php?116-Ascensions-atlas-style-in-Photoshop. 

There’s also other good general information in Ascension’s tutorial I didn’t copy over because I wanted to streamline the 
steps so you could repeat this tutorial quickly by focusing more on the keyboard shortcut listed in each step. 

I do want to mention a couple ideas about titling and layer organization for that section, though. 

1. When making the city dots, use a different layer for each type of dot. Thus, you will have a layer for “Villages”, 
“Capitals”, “Towns”, etc. 

2. When you create a text style, setup your first text layer’s style before you copy it. That way, you copy it with the 
styles already applied. 

3. After you’ve done that, Alt + drag the text layer on the Image Canvas to duplicate the layer at another location. 
You can quickly prep many names of a similar style this way (e.g. all your country names). 

4. After you’ve done all that, double click each text layer thumbnail (not the text layer name) in the Layers panel to 
edit its type on the Image Canvas. Press Numpad Enter when done. The layer name will automatically be updated 
to what you just typed. 

5. When you have all the text layers of a certain type done (e.g. town titles), select them all as well as their 
corresponding city dots layer (e.g. layer “Towns”) in the Layers panel and group them (Ctrl + G). 

a. For Countries, instead of the dots layer, you have group “Countries Group” with all the borders. Create a 
group with just the titles named “Country Titles Group”. Then, group those two groups together into 
“Countries Group”. 

6. Put all these groups into one group called “Political Group”. That way, you can easily hide / unhide an entire level 
of dots and titles with one click, or you can hide / unhide all the political info with one click. 

On the next page is how I laid out my layers based on the notes listed above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cartographersguild.com/content.php?116-Ascensions-atlas-style-in-Photoshop


- Base (hidden) 
- Lat / Long Lines 
- Political Group 

o Countries Group 
 Country Titles Group 

• Country 1 (text layer) 
• Country 2 (text layer) 
• Etc. 

 Borders Group 
• Country 1 
• Country 2 
• Etc. 

o Capitals Group 
 Capital Dots 
 Capital 1 (text layer) 
 Capital 2 (text layer) 
 Etc. 

o Type 1 City Group 
 Type 1 City Dots 
 Type 1 City 1 (text layer) 
 Type 1 City 2 (text layer) 
 Etc. 

o Type 2 City Group 
 Type 2 City Dots 
 Type 2 City 2 (text layer) 
 Type2 City 2 (text layer) 
 Etc. 

o Etc. City types 
- (Terrain related layers below) 
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